
VACATION APARTMENTS, SOUBEY

LE CHALET B&B - CHEZ LES
ALFREDS ★★★⁺
Situated just 100 metres from the river in the captivating Parc du

Doubs nature reserve, this pretty, fully renovated chalet promises you

a once-in-a-lifetime experience. Enjoy views of the valley as you relax

in the Nordic bath after a day spent fishing, hiking or skiing, and share

unforgettable moments in this unique setting.

Practical, cosy and multifunctional, the Chalet B&B (standing for “bed

& bath”) is furnished in the style of a tiny house. It features a living

room that can be transformed into a bedroom for up to four adults

when night falls – simply turn the sofa into a comfy bed measuring 140

cm by 200 cm and the desk into two 90 cm x 200 cm bunk beds!

The second room boasts a simple and practical yet charming kitchen

and a bar concealing a slide-out convertible table for two to four

guests to share a fondue or play cards.

Take the opportunity to breathe in the fresh valley air as you enter the

bathroom. Although undeniably on the small side, it’s cosy and fully

equipped – including a rain shower, toilet, washstand with basin and

everything else you need for a comfortable stay: towels, flannels and

handmade soap.

On the terrace, underneath a charming wooden pavilion-style roof,

you’ll find the Nordic bath, which is heated all year round, as well as a

nook for chilling in and a set of Adirondack chairs arranged around a

brazier.

Against the stunning backdrop of the Doubs river, a beautiful picnic

table and fireplace provide a welcoming stage for your summer

barbecues in the shade of a majestic maple tree.

With the Jura-Pass, make the most of free public transport and get

reductions on a range of activities in the region.

CONTACT

Le Chalet B&B - Chez Les Alfreds
Rière les Murats 20B
2887 Soubey

+41 79 136 66 23
contact@lesalfreds.ch
lesalfreds.ch
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